Sierra Wireless is an IoT pioneer, empowering businesses and industries to transform and thrive in the connected economy.
As the number one cellular module vendor in the world, our wireless solutions make it easy to embed cellular, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, and GNSS technologies with IoT services to manage your connectivity, devices, and data.

**NETWORKING SOLUTIONS**
Our Airlink® LTE routers, gateways and network management solutions provide secure cellular connectivity for mission critical applications and IoT deployments.

**IOT SERVICES**
Sierra Wireless offers the broadest array of integrated IoT Services consisting of cloud, connectivity and managed vertical IoT solutions to enable digital transformation for enterprises.
OUR MARKETS AND VALUES

Sierra Wireless is enabling the Internet of Things by providing fully integrated device-to-cloud solutions for a wide range of applications and markets worldwide.

Our innovative products and solutions already connect thousands of businesses to critical data and millions of people to information.

AUTOMOTIVE
From in-vehicle infotainment to monitoring driving behavior

WEARABLES
From personal health and wellness, gaming devices and digital imaging

TRANSPORTATION
Including fleet management and railway control systems

NETWORKING
Including back up to primary fixed lines for business, residential and ISPs

ENERGY
Including smart meters and energy management and distribution

RETAIL AND POINT OF SALE
From retail stores and kiosks to vending and bank machines

FIELD SERVICE
From fire and police personnel to their dispatch centers

SECURITY
From video surveillance and alarm systems to offender monitoring

INDUSTRIAL & INFRASTRUCTURE
Including traffic systems, digital signage and remote monitoring of pipelines

HEALTHCARE
From personal healthcare devices to medical services teams

Empowering businesses and industries to transform and thrive in the connected economy
Since launching the world’s first cellular embedded module in 1997, Sierra Wireless has shipped over 150 million devices to connect the Internet of Things. We have been first-to-market with the world’s smallest module, embedded software, embedded SIM, open source Linux based embedded platform, along with the most rugged industrial gateways and 4G LTE and LTE-PRO embedded solutions.

The company remains focused on technology leadership and developing innovative solutions that make wireless communications easier to integrate, deploy and maintain.

**FAST FACTS**

- Shipped more than 150 million M2M devices worldwide
- Over 24 years of experience deploying IoT applications
- Devices operating on more than 80 networks globally
- Smallest embedded modules for 2G, 3G and 4G networks
- World’s first plug-and-play technology, modules and routers with pre-integrated global connectivity
- Introduced Legato™, the first Linux-based open source platform
- Sell and support products and services in over 130 countries
- Introduced mangOH™ open hardware reference design to expedite IoT product development
- World class supply chain & manufacturing partners
- More than 400 issued patents in wireless technologies
- First embedded wireless module developed over 20 years ago
- Spend more than US$80m on R&D annually
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